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Ideal point estimation and dimensionality reduction have long been utilized to simplify and cluster complex,
high-dimensional political data (e.g., roll-call votes, surveys, and text) for use in (preliminary) analysis
and visualization. These methods often work by finding the directions or principal components (PCs) on
which either the data varies the most or respondents make the fewest decision errors. However, these PCs,
which usually reflect the left-right political spectrum, are sometimes uninformative in explaining significant
differences in the distribution of the data (e.g., how to categorize a set of highly-moderate voters). To tackle this
prevalent issue, we adopt an emerging analysis approach, called contrastive learning. Contrastive learning—e.g.,
contrastive principal component analysis (cPCA)—works by first splitting the data by predefined groups, and
then deriving PCs on which the target group varies the most but the background group varies the least. As a
result, cPCA can often find ‘hidden’ patterns, such as subgroups within the target group, which PCA cannot
reveal when some variables are the dominant source of variations across the groups. We contribute to the
field of contrastive learning by extending it to multiple correspondence analysis (MCA) in order to enable an
analysis of data often encountered by social scientists—namely binary, ordinal, and nominal variables. We
demonstrate the utility of contrastive MCA (cMCA) by analyzing three different surveys: The 2015 Cooperative
Congressional Election Study, 2012 UTokyo-Asahi Elite Survey, and 2018 European Social Survey. Our results
suggest that, first, for the cases when ordinary MCA depicts differences between groups, cMCA can further
identify characteristics that divide the target group; second, for the cases when MCA does not show clear
differences, cMCA can successfully identify meaningful directions and subgroups, which traditional methods
overlook.
1 INTRODUCTION
Ideal point estimation is a prolific and popular topic for research throughout political science.
Scholars have developed and utilized a diverse set of methods to identify political actors’ “positions”
on the left-right ideological space. This has been accomplished by utilizing one of two general ideas:
Either “optimal scoring” [30], these methods include principal component analysis (PCA), multiple
correspondence analysis (MCA), and factor analysis (e.g., [9, 14]). Or “spatial voting,” these methods
include Aldrich-McKelvey scaling, the NOMINATE class of models, two-variable item response
theory (IRT), and optimal classification (OC) (e.g., [5, 10, 27, 35, 42, 43]). While these methods have
traditionally been applied only to roll-call votes, they have been increasingly applied to range of
new data including surveys and text [24, 28, 39, 41, 50].
In general, these methods are used to uncover the similarities (differences) between observations
in a given dataset. These similarities are then used to estimate a small number of (underlying)
dimensions that reflect the similarities as a set of spatial distances between all of the estimated points.
These lower-dimensional representations can both help us understand the general structure of our
data, such as its distribution, and identify underlying patterns, like clusters and outliers [17, 49].
More precisely, these methods are often explicitly used to (1) identify clusters; (2) derive influential
factors (dimensions); and (3) compare the derived clusters and/or factors with predefined classes or
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groups (e.g., [7, 9, 14, 22, 23, 37, 45]). Consequently, ideal point estimation can be considered both a
dimensionality reduction and clustering technique.
In addition to deriving lower-dimensional spaces, correctly interpreting these recovered dimen-
sions is just as, if not more, important. Since the work of Coombs [12], the latent left-right dimension
of ideology is often recovered as a principal component/direction (PC) in political data. Indeed,
almost all of the methods discussed previously recover ideology as their first PC. Nevertheless, these
methods can face situations when the left-right scale is not informative, i.e., when respondents are
highly moderate and clustered in the middle of the scale. Because of this clustering, it is difficult to
delineate between voters of some given group or category, such as partisans. While this does not
happen particularly often, cases of strong moderation are found throughout political science (see
the UTAS and ESS analyses below) and these traditional methods will often fail to meaningfully
distinguish between groups (parties).
Although the derived results may not be informative when respondents are highly moderate,
it does not necessarily mean that supporters from different parties are politically similar. Rather,
supporters from different parties may be divided by certain issues or (synthetic) directions that are
not captured by the left-right scale. This is because these methods identify dimensions on which the
data as a whole varies maximally or respondents make the minimum amount of decision errors.1
Thus, to deal with this common issue of uninformative PC(s), for instance, instead of analyzing
data as a whole, Abid et al. [1] derive a contrastive learning procedure of PCA, named contrastive
PCA (cPCA), which first splits data into different groups, usually by predefined classes (e.g., party
ID), and then compares the data structure of the target group and the background group to find
PC(s) on which the target group varies maximally and the background group varies minimally.
We contribute to the field of contrastive learning by extending this idea from PCA to multiple
correspondence analysis (MCA) so as to enable the derivation of contrastive PC(s) using different
types of features/data that social scientists encounter frequently: binary, ordinal, and nominal
data. In applying contrastive MCA (cMCA), we find that even when voters are highly moderate
and homogeneous across party lines, we can still explore how specific issue(s) effectively identify
subgroups within the parties themselves. Similar to cPCA, cMCA first splits the data by predefined
groups, such as partisanship, treatment/control groups, etc; second, as is the case with MCA, cMCA
applies a one-hot encoder to convert a categorical dataset into a binary format matrix, called
a disjunctive matrix; finally, cMCA takes one of the groups as the background/pivot and then
compares this group with the target group to derive PCs on which the positions of members’ ideal
points from target groups vary the most but those from the background group vary the least.
To demonstrate the utility of cMCA, we analyze three surveys, the 2015 Cooperative Congres-
sional Election Study (CCES 2015), the 2012 Asahi-Todai Elite Survey (UTAS 2012), and the 2018
European Social Survey (ESS 2018, the U.K. module only). The results show that first, even under
conditions where voters are highly polarized and traditional PC(s) can divide voters along party
lines, as demonstrated by the results from the 2015 CCES, cMCA enables researchers to better cap-
ture the unique distributions among Democratic and Republican supporters, respectively. Second,
when voters are highly moderate and traditional PC(s) are uninformative, as shown by the results
from the 2012 UTAS and 2018 ESS, cMCA detects subgroups along with contrastive directions, such
as the anti-Korean and Chinese mood among supporters of the Liberal Democratic Party (LDP) in
Japan or the pro- and anti-EU attitudes among supporters from the U.K’s Conservative and Labour
Party, separately.
1The idea of maximal variance and the idea of minimal decision errors are equivalent. This is because while the projected
data points can vary the most on a PC, it indicates that middle point of that PC provides the maximum distance between
point clouds on both sides.
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This work makes an important contribution to dimensional analysis by enabling researchers
to identify dimensions that effectively classify and divide observations (voters) even when the
left-right scale cannot effectively discriminate between classes/groups (partisanship). This method,
as evidenced by its application to voter surveys, meaningfully identifies dimensions that would be,
and are, overlooked by existing methods. Simply put, cMCA’s results provide important information
for researchers to better understand and make meaningful distinctions between underlying groups
in their data. Moreover, compared with other ideal point estimation methods such as the ordered
optimal classification [24], the basic-space procedure [41], and the Bayesian mixed factor analysis
model [36, 44], cMCA is exceedingly fast and efficient in computation since cMCA utilizes MCA as
the base of the algorithm. Finally, by revealing the overlooked influential factors, cMCA provides a
springboard for further analyses of high-dimensional data, such as feature selection. Overall, we
believe that this method provides an important contribution to data visualization and unsupervised
learning. The paper proceeds with a description of cMCA, its application to our three voter surveys,
and then concludeswith general thoughts about and rules of thumb for using cMCA.
2 CONTRASTIVE LEARNING AND CONTRASTIVE MCA
Contrastive learning (CL) is an emerging machine learning approach, which analyzes high-
dimensional data to capture “patterns that are specific to, or enriched in, one dataset relative
to another” [1]. Unlike ordinary approaches, such as PCA and MCA, that usually aim to capture
the characteristics of one entire dataset, CL compares subsets of that dataset relative to one an-
other (target versus background group). The logic behind CL is to explore unique components or
directions that contain more salient latent patterns in one dataset (the target group) than the other
(background group). So far, this approach has been applied to several machine learning methods,
including PCA [1], latent Dirichlet allocation [53], hidden Markov models [53], regressions [19],
and variational autoencoders [2, 46]. We utilize this contrastive learning approach by applying it to
MCA, an enhanced version of PCA for nominal and ordinal data analysis [21, 32].
2.1 Multiple Correspondence Analysis (MCA)
When applying PCA to non-continuous data, it handles each level or category in the data as a real
numerical value. As a result, PCA unnecessarily ranks the categories and assumes that the intervals
are all equal and represent the differences between categories. To overcome these issues, MCA first
converts an input dataset X ∈ Rp×d (p: the number of data points, d : the number of variables) of
non-continuous data into what is called a disjunctive matrix G ∈ Rp×K (K : the total number of
categories) by applying one-hot encoding to each of d categorical dimensions [25]. For illustration,
assume that X consists of two columns/variables: color and shape, and each variable has three
(red, green, blue) and two (circle, rectangle) levels, respectively. In this case, the disjunctive
matrixGwill contain five categories: red, green, blue, circle, and rectangle. For instance, a piece
of blue rectangle paper will be recorded as [0, 0, 1, 0, 1] in G.
We could further derive a probability/correspondence matrix Z through dividing each value of
G by the grand total of G (i.e., Z = N −1G where N is the grand total of G). This probability matrix
can now be treated as a typical dataset for use in analyses. Similar to PCA, we first normalize Z
and then obtain what is called a Burt matrix, B, with B def= Z⊤Z. This Burt matrix B under MCA
corresponds to a covariance matrix under PCA. Thus, as in PCA, to derive principal directions,
MCA performs eigenvalue decomposition (EVD) to B to preserve the variance of G.2
2Similar to PCA, one could apply singular value decomposition (SVD) to Z to obtain the same principal directions.
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2.2 Extending MCA to cMCA
To apply CL to MCA, we first split the original dataset X ∈ Rp×d into a target dataset XT ∈ Rn×d
and a background dataset XB ∈ Rm×d (where p = n +m) by a certain predefined boundary, such as
individuals’ partisanship or whether they were assigned to treatment or control groups. We then
further derive two Burt matrices from the target and background datasets, BT and BB , respectively.
Importantly, because the CL procedure utilizes matrix differences, the Burt matrices must have the
same dimensions, i.e., BT ∈ RK×K and BB ∈ RK×K .
Let u be any unit vector with K dimensions. Similar to cPCA [1], we can derive the variances of
the target and background datasets along with u by using σ 2T (u)
def
= u⊤BT u and σ 2B (u)
def
= u⊤BBu. To
obtain the optimal direction u∗ on which ZT has the highest variance and ZB has the lowest, one
needs to solve:
u∗ = argmax
u
σ 2T (u) − ασ 2B (u) = argmaxu u
⊤(BT − αBB )u (1)
where α (0 ≤ α ≤ ∞) is a hyperparameter of cMCA, named a contrast parameter. From Eq. 1, we
can see that u∗ corresponds to the first eigenvector of the matrix (BT − αBB ). Note that all of the
eigenvectors of (BT − αBB ) can be derived through performing EVD over (BT − αBB ). We call
these derived eigenvectors as contrastive principal components (cPCs). The contrast parameter α
controls the trade-off between having high target variance versus low background variance. When
α = 0, the resulting cPCs only maximize the variance of a target dataset producing results that
are equivalent to applying standard MCA to only the target dataset. As α increases, cPCs place
greater emphasis on directions that reduce the variance of a background dataset. In addition to the
manual selection of α , we can also utilize (semi-)automatic selection methods developed for other
CL methods [1, 18]3.
2.3 Data-Point Coordinates, Category Coordinates, and Category Loadings
As in ordinary MCA, in cMCA, we provide three essential tools for helping researchers relate data
points and categories/variables in the contrastive PC space: (1) data-point coordinates (also known
as coordinates of rows [21], or clouds of individuals [32]), (2) category coordinates (also known as
coordinates of columns [21], or clouds of categories [32]), and (3) category loadings. These three
tools provide different auxiliary information.
Data-point coordinates provide a lower-dimensional representation of the data, which is standard
in most dimensional reduction techniques. Furthermore, category coordinates and loadings provide
essential information on how to interpret these data-point coordinates. Similar to data-point
coordinates, category coordinates present the position of each category/level in a lower-dimensional
space. By comparing category coordinates with data-point coordinates, which both lie on the same
contrastive latent space, we can better understand the associations and relationships between the
data points and categories. When a data point has a close proximity to a category’s location, it
indicates that this point and the corresponding category are highly associated with each other [40].
On the other hand, category loadings indicate how strongly each category relates to each derived
contrastive PC.4
Similar to MCA, for a target dataset XT , cMCA’s data-point coordinates YrowT ∈ Rn×K
′
(K ′ < K )
can be derived as:
YrowT = ZTWT (2)
where WT ∈ RK×K
′
is the top-K ′ eigenvectors obtained by EVD. Similarly, we can obtain data-
point coordinates, YrowB , of a background dataset XB onto the same low-dimensional space of Y
row
T
3The source code including the automatic contrast parameter selection will tentatively be released in the future.
4We provide a detailed discussion of the category selection procedure in Appendix A.
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through:
YrowB = ZBWT (3)
As discussed in Fujiwara et al. [18], visualizing low-dimensional representations of both target and
background datasets can help researchers determine whether or not a target dataset has certain
specific patterns relative to a background dataset. When the scatteredness/shape of plotted data
points of YrowT is larger than Y
row
B , we can conclude that there exists a set of unique patterns within
YrowT .
In MCA, the common way of deriving a dataset X’s category coordinates, Ycol, is through
Ycol = DW, where D is a diagonal matrix with the sum of each column of Z on the diagonal andW
is a matrix whose column vectors are the top-K ′ eigenvectors obtained with EVD on B. However,
because cMCA applies EVD to the matrix, (BT − αBB ), the result is necessarily affected by XB
as well. As a consequence, we cannot simply compute category coordinates using the methods
described above. To overcome this issue, instead, we utilize MCA’s translation formula derived
from data-point coordinates to calculate category coordinates [21]. More precisely, the category
coordinates of the target dataset, YcolT ∈ RK×K
′
, can be derived through:
YcolT = D
−1
T Z
⊤
T Y
row
T diag(λ)−1/2 (4)
where DT ∈ RK×K is a diagonal matrix with the sum of each column of ZT on the diagonal and
λ ∈ RK ′ is a vector of the top-K ′ eigenvalues derived from Eq. 1.
Finally, since MCA’s derivation procedure is highly similar to that of PCA, we utilize the concept
of principal component loadings in PCA to calculate category loadings in cMCA. More precisely,
category loadings, LT ∈ RK×K
′
, under cMCA can be derived through:
LT = WT diag(λ)1/2 (5)
3 APPLICATION
To demonstrate the utility of cMCA, we analyze three surveys—the CCES 2015, the UTAS 2012, and
the ESS 2018 (the U.K. module).5 Given that the home countries of these surveys, the U.S., Japan,
and the U.K., have varying levels of political polarization, these surveys provide a wide-range of
political situations for testing. Furthermore, given that the general political systems and cultures
of each country are unique, we also test the consistency of the derived cMCA results with the
observed, qualitative political realities in each country.
3.1 Case One: CCES 2015—Democrats and Republicans Are Divided by Different Issues
The first survey we examine is the 2015 Cooperative Congressional Election Study [6]. We
first present the estimated results of all respondents through the ordered optimal classification
(OOC) [24], MCA, the Basic-Space (BS) procedure [41], and the Bayesian mixed factor analysis
model (BMFA) [36, 44] separately in Fig. 1.6
Although the four approaches utilize different methods for dimensional reduction and point
estimation, the different results (see Fig. 1) together rather demonstrate one similar pattern among
American voters. That is, the derived first PC/left-right scale clearly splits American voters along
with partisanship (Dem: Democrat or Rep: Republican), with some exceptions. Given that the positions
are estimated through voters’ self-reported values, these results demonstrate that the predispositions
5Please refer to online Appendix B (online: https://takanori-fujiwara.github.io/s/cmca/index.html) for the variable (re)coding
scheme used with each survey.
6Given that the purpose is only to demonstrate how well each derived result is able to cluster data, none of the sub-figures
through this paper adjust the structure of the latent space to align the first PC with the left-right scale.
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Fig. 1. OOC, MCA, BS, and BMFA Results of CCES 2015
which the U.S. voters heavily rely on are highly associated with their vote choices and party
preferences [8, 52]. In other words, all sub-figures of Fig. 1 demonstrate the existence of ideological
polarization among the U.S. public identified previously in the literature [16, 29, 34, 47]. We further
apply cMCA to this case to examine its utility in situations that regular methods produce meaningful
distinctions between subgroups.
We begin by assigning Democrats to the target group and Republicans to the background
group and present the cMCA results (i.e., data-point coordinates) on the top panel of Fig. 2. As
Fig. 2a shows, when α is set to 1.5, the Democrats (in blue color) can be divided by the Repub-
licans (in red color) along the first contrastive PC (cPC1). This indicates that cMCA uncovers
the direction (i.e., cPC1) along which the Democrats have much higher variations than the Re-
publicans. Utilizing the auxiliary information provided by category coordinates and loadings in
Appendix A, we decide to further categorize Democrats based on three variables with the highest
loadings, which are military-diplomacy priority, military strength, and unequal right not
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Fig. 2. cMCA Results of CCES 2015 (Dem versus Rep)
a big problem.7 More precisely, the Democrats who hold liberal opinions over at least one of these
issues are colored in green (Dem_Lib) and the rest are colored in blue (Dem_Oth) (see Fig. 2b and
Fig. 2c). By and large, what we conclude through Fig. 2c is that compared with the rest of the se-
lected issues, these three variables together, military-diplomacy priority, military strength,
and unequal rights not a big problem, are the issues which divide the Democrats into two
sub-groups: the subgroup of extremely liberal Democrats that differ from the rest of the party’s
supporters.
On the other hand, cMCA also discovers a specific pattern within Republicans when assigning
Democrats to the background group. As presented in Fig. 2d, when α is set to 1.5, we find that
Republicans (in red color) are split by Democrats (in blue color) into two sub-groups along cPC1.
According to the category coordinates and factor loadings, the variables that divide Republicans are
not the same as those that divide Democrats. Instead, we find that the fundamental variables, social
ideology, economic ideology, and national security ideology, are the most influential.8 More
precisely, as Fig. 2e illustrates, the method identifies a subgroup of extremely conservative Repub-
licans (Rep_Con in red color) that differ from the rest of the party’s supporters (Rep_Oth in teal
color).
By and large, Fig. 2 demonstrates that even when the PCs derived from the traditional methods
are informative, cMCA can help identify the more influential variables and categories within each
7All three variables are three-point scales where 1 refers to ideologically conservative, 2 refers to ideologically moderate,
and 3 refers to ideologically liberal. Please refer to online Appendix B for more details.
8Again, all three variables are three-point scales where 1 refers to ideologically conservative, 2 refers to ideologically
moderate, and 3 refers to ideologically liberal. Please refer to online Appendix B for more details.
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of predefined groups relative to the other. The cMCA results provide deeper contextual explanation
regarding the hidden patterns within each group and how those groups are comprised internally.
3.2 Case Two: UTAS 2012—the Hidden Xenophobic Wing of the LDP
Next, we turn our attention to the 2012 UTokyo-Asahi Survey, conducted in Japan during their
House of Representatives election in 2012.9 For each election, UTAS surveys both candidates and
voters, and thus contains three sets of survey questions: candidate-specific, voter-specific, and
shared questions. We focus on the voter-specific and shared questions only, and again, with OOC,
MCA, BS, and BMFA, we present the positions of all respondents who support either the Liberal
Democratic Party (LDP), the Democratic Party of Japan (DPJ), or the Japan Renewal Party (JRP) in
Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3. OOC, MCA, BS, and BMFA Results of UTAS 2012
Compared with the results demonstrated in Fig. 1 where the derived PC space and the left-right
scale can easily divide American voters by partisanship, the UTAS results instead highlight how
9UTAS is conducted by Masaki Taniguchi of the Graduate Schools for Law and Politics, the University of Tokyo and the
Asahi News. The original data can be retrieved from http://www.masaki.j.u-tokyo.ac.jp/utas/utasindex.html.
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Japanese voters are highly mixed and overlapping along these dimensions. Unlike the CCES results,
not one of the sub-figures of Fig. 3 reveal any obvious patterns that represent clear and distinct
party lines. Importantly, this implies that the level of polarization in Japanese politics is relatively
low, at least compared to the United States. These results are consistent with previous research
finding a downward trend in the ideological distinctions between Japanese parties, elites, and
voters [15, 31, 38]. In short, while simple, left-right ideology may still be the heuristic that Japanese
voters rely on for determining their vote-choice, the political culture of Japan has become decidedly
more centrist. This is a perfect example illustrating when standard dimensional analyses can lead
to uninformative PCs. To further illustrate cMCA’s contribution when standard methods provide
lackluster results, we apply cMCA to UTAS 2012.
As Fig. 4 shows, when we assign LDP supporters to the target group and DPJ supporters to the
background group, cMCA identifies two subgroups, with minor overlap, within LDP supporters.
When α is set to 1.5, cMCA detects that the LDP supporters (in blue color) can be divided by the
DPJ supporters (in orange color) along cPC1, as demonstrated in Fig. 4a. More precisely, based on
the auxiliary information provided in Fig. A.10a and Fig. A.10b, we find that LDP supporters who
are located on the right of Fig. 4a are strongly associated with two categories: extremely feeling
distant to South Korea or extremely feeling distant to China.10 We further divide the LDP
supporters into two subgroups and present them in Fig. 4b and Fig. 4c: those who feel extremely
distant to South Korea or China are colored in green (LDP_Anti) and the rest is colored in purple
(LDP_Oth). We consider these feelings of extreme distance as anti-South Korea and anti-China
attitudes, respectively. Importantly, this xenophobia identified within the LDP is consistent with
the reality in current Japanese politics.
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Fig. 4. cMCA Results of UTAS 2012 (LDP versus DPJ)
Indeed, scholars have consistently identified a wave of xenophobic activism in Japan against
Koreans, Chinese, and other minorities since the late 2000s—the “Action Conservative Movement”
(ACM) [48]. These new right-wing groups are considered different than the traditional right-
wing politicians and parties of post-war Japan. While these traditional parties, which are the
predecessors of the modern LDP and the Shinzo Abe administration, focused on anti-communism
and the emperor-centered view of history and the state of nature, these new parties are much more
preoccupied with nativistic and xenophobic issues and policies [20, 48, 51]. Interestingly, although
these new right-wing groups in the LDP have been identified and discussed by the news media
10The original variables for these two categories are Feeling Close to South Korea and Feeling Close to China separately.
Both variables are five-point Likert scales where 1 refers to feeling extremely not close to South Korea/China and 5 refers to
feeling extremely close to South Korea/China. Please refer to online Appendix B for more details.
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and scholarly research, they are rarely identified through surveys and traditional methods of ideal
point estimation. The use of cMCA on this data perfectly illustrates the utility of this method in
capturing influential features or categories, that are substantively important, and which are often
left unidentified by traditional methods.
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Fig. 5. OOC, MCA, BS, and BMFA Results of ESS 2018
3.3 Case Three: ESS 2018 (the U.K. Module)—the Brexit Cleavage among the Labor and
Conservative Parties
Finally, we focus on the British module of the 2018 European Social Survey. Fig. 5 shows the OOC,
MCA, BS, and BMFA results for supporters of all major parties in the U.K.: the Conservative (Con),
Labour (Lab), Liberal Democratic (LD), Scottish National (SNP), Green, and UK Independence
Party (UKIP) (and others). According to Fig. 5, similarly to the case of UTAS 2012, all of the
estimated results indicate that there are no clear party lines under the ordinary PC space. This
suggests that the status of political polarization among American voters does not clearly exist
among the mass public in the U.K. This conclusion is indeed consistent with the current academic
understanding that the U.K. has undergone a period of political depolarization since the second
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Fig. 6. cMCA Results of ESS 2018 (Con versus Lab)
wave of ideological convergence between the elites of the two major parties, the Conservative and
Labour parties [3, 4, 33].
Furthermore, this survey was conducted from August 10th, 2018 through February 22nd, 2019,
which was between the two snap elections regarding the UK’s departure from the European Union
(EU), commonly known as Brexit [13, 26]. Theoretically, given how salient and polarized the issue of
Brexit is, one should expect that such high salience should be reflected in voters’ responses and be
revealed on the derived PC space. Similar to the results of UTAS 2012, in which traditional methods
did not reveal the xenophobic subgroup of the LDP, the ESS results from traditional methods also
fail to separate voters by preferences related to Brexit, which is often considered the most salient
and important issue in contemporary British politics.
We apply cMCA to ESS 2018 and present the results in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. As shown in Fig. 6, the
first pair we examine includes the two major parties, Conservative and the Labour. However, the
results are relatively uninteresting. Fig. 6a and Fig. 6b together show that the two main parties fail
to divide each other in a meaningful way. In both figures, given that the clusters of Conservative
and the Labour supporters almost perfectly stack onto one another, regardless of which one is the
target or background group, we conclude that there are no hidden patterns discernible by cMCA
between these two main parties.
Nevertheless, the sub-figures of Fig. 7 tell a very different story. Instead of comparing the two
main parties themselves, we separate the parties and compare them as target groups with UKIP
assigned to the background group. Through Fig. 7a, we observe that when UKIP supporters (the
black points in Fig. 7a) are the anchor, it splits Conservatives (the pink points in Fig. 7a) into two
adjacent sub-groups along with the second contrastive PC (cPC2) when α is set equal to 100. Based
on auxiliary information provided by sub-figures on the bottom panel of Fig. A.11 in Appendix A, we
find that factors related to attitudes regarding the European Union (EU) and immigration polarize
Conservatives. More precisely, we find that Conservative supporters who are on the top of Fig. 7a
are associated with extremely open views over at least one of the three variables: Immigration to
Living Quality, Immigration to Culture, and Emotionally Attached to Europe.11 As shown
11All three variables are five-point scales where 1 refers to the feeling of extreme anti-EU or anti-immigrant and 5 to the
feeling of extreme pro-EU or pro-immigrant. Please refer to online Appendix B for more details.
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in Fig. 7b and Fig. 7c, we further color this extremely EU-supportive sub-group (Con_Pro) in teal
and color the rest of the Conservative supporters (Con_Oth) in pink.
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Fig. 7. cMCA Results of ESS 2018 (Con versus UKIP, Lab versus UKIP)
We also find a sub-group within the Labour party by using UKIP supporters as the background
group. Similar to the previous results, we find that when α is set equal to 100, Labour supporters (the
green points in Fig. 7d) are split by UKIP supporters (the black points in Fig. 7d) along cPC2. The
results in the bottom panel of Fig. A.12, indicate that some Labour supporters are pro-immigration
and pro-EU. We further divide the Labour supporters into two sub-groups with different colors and
present them in Fig. 7e and Fig. 7f: those who hold extremely open opinions over at least one of the
three variables, i.e., Immigration to Living Quality, Immigration to Culture, or Emotionally
Attached to Europe, are in green (Lab_Pro) and the rest colored red (Lab_Oth).
Overall, given that recent research has linked negative immigration attitudes to anti-EU senti-
ments [11], we conclude that both Conservative and Labour party supporters are internally divided
by Brexit attitudes. These results demonstrate, similar to traditional methods, that cMCA can
identify divisions that generalize across pre-defined groups. As we may expect, although the two
parties are divided by Brexit attitudes, the size of the pro-EU sub-group is significantly larger
among Labour supporters, as compared to Conservative ones.
The ESS 2018 analysis emphasizes an important component of cMCA that was not present in
the first two cases. That is, selecting the background group can be highly important for deriving
meaningful results. While this is intuitive, given the primary idea of contrastive learning methods,
it is important to keep in mind when utilizing cMCA. If the selected target and background groups
are highly similar, cMCA may not be able to capture any informative patterns, as illustrated by the
results in Fig. 6a and Fig. 6b. Nevertheless, this uninformative situation can still be informative from
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a different perspective—researchers can apply the contrastive learning method to any two groups
to examine the level of their similarity. In this perspective, the results of Fig. 6a and Fig. 6b in truth
validate the previous findings that there has been a wave of ideological convergence between the
two major parties in British politics.
4 DISCUSSION
Ideal point estimation and dimensional reduction techniques have been widely used for both pattern
recognition and latent-space derivation. Nevertheless, due to the structure of different datasets and
the methodology behind these ordinary PC methods, the derived results are often uninformative.
In this article, we contribute to this literature by applying the contrastive learning to multiple
correspondence analysis enabling researchers to derive contrasted dimensions using categorical
data.
Through the analytical results from three surveys, CCES 2015, UTAS 2012, and ESS 2018, we
illustrate the two main advantages of cMCA, relative to traditional PC methods. First, even when
traditional PC methods find meaningful low-dimensional spaces and divisions, cMCA can provide
complementary information regarding what factors/issues are salient within each group. Secondly,
cMCA can identify substantively important dimensions and divisions among (sub-)groups in
situations where traditional PC results are uninformative. Note that while cMCA explores principal
directions for individual groups mainly—it can still derive general PCs that can be applied to all
groups. As demonstrated in Fig. 7, when Conservative and Labour supporters are distributed almost
identically, cMCA identifies the Brexit division that exists in both parties.
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Appendix A
CCES 2015: Category Coordinates Plots and Category Loadings Plots
To decide which categories or variables heavily affect division within the original group in the
latent space, one needs two pieces of auxiliary information: the category coordinates plot and the
category loadings plot. The first plot demonstrates the position of each category in the derived
latent space. In addition to estimating respondents’ positions in the latent space like PCA, MCA
could estimate positions of each category of each variable. Similar to PCA, the location of a certain
category derived by MCA indicates that respondents whose positions are around that area should
be associated with that category [40].
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Fig. A.8. CCES2015 (Target: Dem, Background: Rep): Category Coordinates Plots and Category Loadings
Plots
Information conceived in the second plot, the category loadings plot, is how much each category
contributes to the dispersion of data on each principal dimension under the latent space. In such
a plot, the presented position reflects the magnitude of contribution. For instance, when a given
category locates on the very left of the plot, it indicates that respondents whose positions are on
the left of the plot are highly likely to be associated with that specific category. In addition, we
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further construct variable loadings through normalizing category loadings first and summing all
the absolute values of category loadings by PCs and variables. Based on this formula, variables
that have higher loadings are those whose categories are dispersed away from each other. In other
words, variables with high loadings indicate they are likely the ones that divide data into different
clusters.
In this appendix, we demonstrate how to practically interpret both category coordinates and
category loadings plots and further retrieve auxiliary information to re-cluster data. We first discuss
results of CCES 2015 in Fig. A.8. First of all, we demonstrate category coordinates in Fig. A.8a and
Fig. A.8c for the combination of the Democrats as the target group and the Republicans as the
background group. As demonstrated, both figures present the same category coordinates. However,
because the CCES 2015 data contains many different categorical variables, we color-code only
the top nine variables in Fig. A.8a and Fig. A.8c based on each variable’s sum total of normalized
absolute category loadings along the first contrastive PC (cPC1) and the second contrastive PC
(cPC2), respectively. The order of the colors from top to bottom in the figure legend correspond
to the ranks in which the variables were loaded.12 We apply this color-coding scheme to all of
category coordinates and category loadings plots. As presented in Fig. 2c, given that the target
group is almost only divided along with the first cPC, we will focus on Fig. A.8a to derive influential
categories and variables.
Fig. A.8a demonstrates that when respondents hold extremely liberal opinions over the first three
questionnaires with the highest loadings, they are more likely to be clustered on the left of Fig. 2c.
Furthermore, we demonstrate loadings of each category in Fig. A.8b and Fig. A.8d (again, the latter
one is dropped from the analysis). As discussed, Fig. A.8a shows that variables with the highest
loadings are the ones whose categories are dispersed more. For instance, compared with other
variables, the categories of the variable egalitarianism.fewerprobs are separated away from each
other, especially the category of 1 and the categories of 3, 4, and 5—this indicates that the Democratic
supporters who hold extremely liberal opinion over this issue are distinct from the rest of the
Democratic supporters. Overall, based on category coordinates and loadings, we decide to take
three variables: militarism.diplomacy, egalitarianism.fewerprobs, and militarism.strength
to further cluster the Democratic supporters into two subgroups—those who hold an extremely
liberal opinion on either of the three variables and the rest, and present the results in Fig. 2c.
We further demonstrate how to interpret figures in Fig. A.9 to cluster Republican supporters. As
Fig. 2e presents, similarly, given that data is mainly dispersed along with cPC1, we only focus on
Fig. A.9a and Fig. A.9b. Based on derived information from the two sub-figures, one can find that
respondents who are clustered to the right end of the Fig. 2e are associated with (extremely) con-
servative opinions over questionnaires/variables. We further cluster Republican supporters by their
opinions on three main variables—socialideology, economicideology, and natsecurityideology,
i.e. the three variables with the largest loadings. More specifically, we cluster Republican supporters
into two subgroups, those who responded the category of 3 on one of the three variables and the
rest. These results are presented in Fig. 2f.
UTAS 2012: Category Coordinates Plots and Category Loadings Plots
We next demonstrate the logic we adopt to cluster sub-groups within the LDP in Fig. 4c. Similarly
to the CCES 2015 case, we only focus on auxiliary information from Fig. A.10a and Fig. A.10b given
that the sub-groups of LDP are separated mainly along with cPC1. First of all, we find that the
top three questionnaires with the highest loadings are policy56, policy55, and policy54 which
12For example, as shown in Fig. A.8a and Fig. A.8c, while militarism.diplomacy has the highest total absolute
category loadings along cPC1, egalitarianism.fewerprobs has the highest rank along cPC2.
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Fig. A.9. CCES2015 (Target: Rep, Background: Dem): Category Coordinates Plots and Category Loadings Plot
refer to the feeling thermometer to South Korea, Russia, and China individually. Furthermore, we
find that LDP supporters who are clustered on the left end of Fig. 4c are associated with extreme
unfamiliarity with South Korea and China (the category of 5) and moderate familiarity with Russia
(the category of 3). Based on the political reality of Japan and category similarity, we only take
policy56 and policy54 to further cluster the LDP supporters. Those who are extremely unfamiliar
either with South Korea or with China are separated from the rest of the LDP supporters.
ESS 2018: Category Coordinates Plots and Category Loadings Plots
We finally demonstrate how to interpret category coordinates and category loadings to derive
sub-groups in Fig. 7. Given that sub-groups of the Conservative supporters are dispersed along with
cPC2, we concentrate on the result of Fig. A.11c and Fig. A.11d. According to the two sub-figures,
we find that the Conservative supporters can be divided by their responses toward two immigrant-
related questionnaires, imwbcnt (whether the mother country’s cultural life is undermined or
enriched by immigrants) and imueclt (whether the mother country becomes a worse or a better
place to live with immigrants). More precisely, we further cluster the Conservative supporters by
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(d) Category loadings colored by each variable’s total
of absolute category loadings along cPC2.
Fig. A.10. UTAS 2012 (Target: LDP, Background: DPJ): Category Coordinates Plots and Category Loadings
Plot
those who hold extremely liberal opinions on either of the two questionnaires (the category of 5)
and the rest, such as presented in Fig. 7c.
Furthermore, in Fig. A.12, we also observe that the Labour supporters could be split into two sub-
groups by the UKIP supporters. Through Fig. A.12c and Fig. A.12d (we only focus on coordinates
and loadings along with cPC2 for this sub-case, too), we find that the two immigrant-related
questionnaires above still decide how the Labour supporters could be divided. Similarly to the
Conservative-UKIP case, the auxiliary information indicates that we can further cluster the Labour
supporters in two sub-groups—those who hold extremely liberal responses on either imwbcnt or
imueclt and the rest.
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(c) Category coordinates colored by each variable’s
total of absolute category loadings along cPC2.
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Fig. A.11. ESS 2018 (Target: CON, Background: UKIP): Category Coordinates Plots and Category Loadings
Plot
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(b) Category loadings colored by each variable’s total
of absolute category loadings along cPC1.
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(c) Category coordinates colored by each variable’s
total of absolute category loadings along cPC2.
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(d) Category loadings colored by each variable’s total
of absolute category loadings along cPC2.
Fig. A.12. ESS 2018 (Target: LAB, Background: UKIP): Category Coordinates Plots and Category Loadings
Plot
